This week, doors will bust and deals will heat up. Naturally, the idea of buying a bunch of stuff the day after you are thankful for what you have appeals to many people. So, to help with everyone’s Black Friday adventures, I’ve scoured over 300 pages of Black Friday advertisements and compiled a handy list of the best deals on the most useful items everyone needs in their life right now. You’ll definitely want to make the rounds to all of the department stores and keep an eye out for these smokin’ bargains. Also, there is absolutely zero chance these things will just end up in your yard sale next August.

1. **This useful hot dog toaster**
   - Because a normal toaster oven just isn’t enough to properly warm a hot dog and bun. No, it’s far better to have an extra appliance that you only use once every few months.
   - **$14.99 at kmart**

2. **This personal bowling alley**
   - Why would you need your own personal Bowl-A-Rama? You ask? Well, I say why wouldn’t you need your own personal Bowl-A-Rama?
   - **$12.99 at kmart**

3. **This motion-activated candy dispenser**
   - This is perfect for those of us who regularly feel too lazy to reach into a bag of candy. With this handy appliance, you can decrease the energy expenditure needed to enjoy a handful or 12 M&Ms.
   - **$14.99 at Shopko**

4. **This digital counting coin bank**
   - Not everyone can be good at math – this is for all those times you wished your Mason jar could count your money for you.
   - **$4.99 at Shopko**

5. **This creepy horse mask**
   - Because everyone needs a creepy horse mask to round out their wardrobe.
   - **$19.99 at Hastings**

6. **This camo crockpot**
   - Have you ever thought to yourself, “Man, this pot roast is delicious but it would have been even better if my crockpot was painted camouflage?” I haven’t either. But nonetheless, here we have it – a product perfect for your camo cooking needs.
   - **$19.99 at Shopko**

7. **These festive ties**
   - Every man in your life needs appropriate formal wear for the holiday season. And what better time to get elegant discount Christmas ties than Black Friday?
   - **$37.99 at kmart**

8. **This majestic wolf throw**
   - There are few luxuries in life that can match a decadent throw blanket. And with this serene yet wild wolvescape to snuggle up with, I’d dare say this is the most luxurious of them all.
   - **$9.99 at Macy’s**

9. **These Thunder Tumblers**
   - I have no idea what these are or what they do, but they have a cool name and look really fun. I’m also 99 percent certain that’s what everyone who has bought one of these has thought.
   - **Buy one get one 50% off at kmart**

10. **This necessary camping hot tub**
    - Impress all your friends with your boy scout-esque camping equipment. Because nothing says “roughing it” like a portable, inflatable spa.
    - **$200 at Walmart**

11. **This stylish pair of Duck Dynasty boxer shorts**
    - Everyone’s favorite beard-wearing, duck-hunting, TV star friends are now on your boxers. The best part is these are buy one get one half off so couples can get matching pairs. How adorable.
    - **$37.99 at kmart**
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